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Open Letter to Mayor Quinton Lucas of Kansas City
Bless and thank you for your good service of our city. I voted for you because I respect your story.
Please hear mine and many whom I represent.
I know you are leading the City Council to vote on a citywide measure that would ban any
counseling for minors who are seeking to overcome same-sex attraction and/or to be reconciled to
their birth gender. You are following the example of nearby Columbia MO; its City Council instituted
a ban last Monday on what was framed without opposition as coercive and dangerous efforts to
change people.
Mayor Lucas, no-one advocates for manipulative charlatans who harm young people by engaging
them against their will and employ techniques that guilt or shock the ‘gay away.’ These abusers
should lose their licenses. Period.
We are simply asking that in sexual matters--this profound and turbulent area of young lives—teens
be given a range of clinical options as to how they choose to identify and relate to others.
As a ‘gay’-identified teenager in Los Angeles, I was told ‘once gay always gay.’ It was fun until it
wasn’t. I became a Christian and began to realize that I had options beyond homosexuality. Part of
this was based on my faith decision. Another part involved facing real psychological issues in order
to build non-sexual male friendships and to love women honorably. I was vulnerable, not to bad
therapists, but to finding any therapist who would help me achieve my goals. I did find one, and that
reinforced my commitment to marrying a fine woman.
The clinical community (in schools, hospitals, social services, and private practices) now insists
that teens with same-sex attraction or gender dysphoria have only one course of action—embrace
the ‘gay’ self or ‘transition’ into the other gender. I determined for myself that transitory feelings
would not be my destiny. Yet the clinical world insists otherwise. Teens are now given one option.
Your expressed goal, Mayor Lucas, is to make Kansas City ‘a place that is welcoming to
anybody.’ Why then are you insisting on a bill that forbids teens from exploring life beyond
homosexuality and gender reassignment? Don’t invoke diversity when you are legalizing only one
way for teens to resolve their sexuality.
Please give youth the dignity of choice by dropping this counseling ban.
Readers, FYI: The Kansas City Council may vote on this ban as early as Thursday the 24th.
Please pray that we are given an opportunity to express our stories and our respectful difference
with Mayor Lucas personally before a vote is taken. For any Kansas City-area resident, I urge you
to call his office at 816-513-3500 and convey your desire that this ban be dropped.
You can purchase “Becoming Good News” in book form directly from Desert Stream or get it
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from Amazon for your Kindle.
Please take time to watch our new video and become ‘Chaste Together.’
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